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Abstract: Power management is becoming important aspect as the size of transistor is shrinking. For processor design, Reduced
Instruction Set Computer (RISC) architecture is preferable as compared to Complex Instruction Set Computer (CISC) architecture
because of its simplicity and availability. To design the low power RISC processor, there are a few techniques that had been used earlier,
such as a) pipelining and b) Common Power Format language to generate power intent of RISC processor design. In the present work,
for designing a 16-bit RISC processor with low power consumption, a multi-voltage design technique has been used. In this technique,
different supply voltages are provided to different blocks of the design. This technique is implemented with the help of Unified Power
Format (UPF). Further, various operations such as ADD, SUB, INVERT, AND, OR, Right Shift, Left Shift, and Less Than are verified
on modelsim for the designed 16-bit RISC processor.

Keywords: Unified Power Format (UPF), Low Power Design, Multi-Voltage Design, Power Gating, Clock Gating, Retention,
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1. Introduction
Earlier, processor performance and circuit speed or

processing power were synonymous, e.g., MIPS (million
instructions per second) or MFLOPS (million floating point
operations per second). In designing ICs, power consump-
tion was not a major concern. However, power consumption
became the most important issue in nanometre technology
[1]. Process parameter variability increased due to excess
device size scaling, which causes problems like testing and
reliability, that causes to change the trend of measuring
the performance of processor. Nowadays, RISC processor
is preferred over CISC processor because of its simple
instruction set and its low power consumption feature. RISC
takes a shorter time to execute instructions. It makes RISC
faster than CISC. It is because that RISC uses pipelining
concept to maximize the speed and low power consumption.
In this paper, we have enlightened the multi-voltage design
of RISC processor to make the processor chip consume less
power.

There are two types of power consumption, dynamic and
static. Dynamic power consumption is the power consumed
by the transistor, when output value switches to another
value. Therefore, there is dependency on clock frequency
and switching activity. Static power consumption is the
power consumed by transistor when output is not switching.
Once power is applied to the transistor, there is leakage
current. It causes static power consumption, and there is no

dependency on clock frequency and switching activity.

A. Dynamic power
Dynamic power is the power dissipated during logic

value change on nets, having two components internal
power and switching power. Charging and discharging of
output capacitance results in switching power. Internal
power results from crowbar (short circuit current) that flows
during logic value changes on nets, in PMOS-NMOS stack.

Figure 1. Switching Power

As illustrated in Figure 1, the transition of output net
value from 0 to 1 charge the output capacitance through
PMOS transistor. A transition of output net value from
1 to 0 discharge the output capacitance through NMOS
transistor. Energy dissipated in every transition depends on
capacitive load of net and supply voltage. Also, during the
logic transitions on net, because of current flow, there is a
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dependency of long-term dynamic power consumption on
switching activity and clock frequency [2], [3], [4].

Internal power consumption happened only for short
duration of time at an intermediate voltage level of input
signal when both the NMOS and PMOS are conducting.
This situation results in approximately short circuit path
from VDD to GND. It has been shown in Figure 2 [5], [6].

Figure 2. Internal Power

B. Static Power
In earlier CMOS technologies, leakage current was neg-

ligible. However, with the reduced feature size of transistor
and reduced threshold voltages, leakage power increases
significantly [7]. Subthreshold leakage, gate leakage and p-
n junction reverse bias diode leakage are the main source
of static power consumption. Leakage path are shown in
CMOS inverter in Figure 3 [4], [6].

Figure 3. Leakage Current

There is permanent leakage at reverse biased p-n junc-
tion diode in all CMOS circuits as soon as power supply is
applied. In NMOS transistor this leakage current flows from
n-type drain and p-type substrate (p-well) while in PMOS
it flows from n-type substrate (n-well) to p-type drain [8].

Once power supply is connected, there is small current
flow through channel from drain to source in NMOS tran-
sistor and source to drain in PMOS transistor even when in
the “OFF” state of transistor known as subthreshold leakage.

Earlier this leakage current was negligible. However, with
reduced power supply and reduced threshold voltage as
soon as “OFF” gate voltage becoming close to “ON”
threshold voltage, subthreshold leakage current increases
exponentially [9].

Oxide layer used as an insulator between gate conductor
and channel of MOS transistor is very thin layer resulting in
gate leakage. Source and drain are separated by so thin layer
i.e. Only dozen or fewer layer of isolating atoms. Under
these situations, quantum effect tunnelling of electron can
occur through gate oxide [10].

As power is supplied to transistor, leakage current
gets generated irrespective of switching activity or clock
frequency [11]. Leakage current can be reduced by lowering
the power supply voltage or by disconnecting the transistor
from power supply voltage.

As discussed earlier, static and dynamic power should
be reduced. Therefore, low power design techniques are
required to lower the power in circuits and chip. In the
present work, we have discussed various low power design
techniques with multiple voltages supply, such as reduction
in supply voltage, power gating, multi-voltage design, clock
gating, dynamic voltage and frequency.

If a low power design technique is used for circuit or
chip. Then, there is requirement to verify it. Low power
verification techniques are used for this purpose. We have
discussed low power verification techniques such as power
aware verification environment (PAVE) and x-propagation
in this paper. The power specification of the low power
design is required at the beginning. It can be found out by
using unified power format (UPF). It tells power intent of
design. UPF and its various commands have been described
in this paper. For low power design of 16-bit RISC proces-
sor, UPF has been used. Further, the simulation of various
operations is also performed on RISC processor.

The main contribution of paper includes:
a) A survey on various multi-voltage design techniques used
for low power applications.
b) A study and discussion of low power verification tech-
niques.
c) A discussion on unified power format and its command.
d) Simulation of different operations on 16-bit RISC pro-
cessor using unified power format.

The remaining of the paper has been organized in 8
sections. Section 2 discusses about low power design tech-
niques. The low power verification techniques are discussed
in Section 3. Section 4 tells about unified power format.
The tools used for low power verification are described in
Section 5. Section 6 discusses about 16-bit RISC processor.
Simulations results are shown in section 7 and section 8
includes summary. The conclusion is written in section 9.
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2. Low Power Design Techniques
In this section, we will discuss various low power

design techniques for circuits. Few techniques use multiple
voltage supply also. There are some techniques to follow to
mitigate the static power consumptions [6], [12]. As static
power consumption has much dependency on power supply
voltage, therefore keeping these things in consideration,
we have mentioned some techniques. The dynamic power
consumption depends on the switching power. Considering
switching of voltages, few techniques for reduction of
dynamic power consumption are described. Some of these
techniques can also be used for reducing total (static and
dynamic) power consumption. These are given below.

A. Reduction in Supply Voltage
Most simple technique to reduce the static power con-

sumption is by reducing supply voltage. As power consump-
tion is directly proportional to square of supply voltage,
thus on reducing voltage 50 percent, current also reduced
by 50 percent and power consumption is reduced by 75
percent. It has been illustrated in Figure 4. CMOS circuit
achieves same degree of reduction in power for both static
and dynamic power [2], [3], [4].

Figure 4. Supply Voltage vs Power example

As CMOS technologies have been lowering, so to reduce
energy consumption it is necessary to reduce supply volt-
ages. In 1980s, bipolar TTL (Transistor Transistor Logic)
circuits were compatible with 5 volts supply voltage. Now
for advanced technologies, it has fallen to about 1 volt. As
a result of reducing power, power supply per gate reduces
which results in lower energy consumption. But at the
same time, it reduces the performance (switching speed)
of each gate. In addition, threshold voltage of transistor
should be reduced, because higher threshold voltage on
reduced power supply have very less noise immunity and
higher threshold voltage also cause subthreshold leakage
and crowbar currents problems. With the reduced power
supply voltage, output voltage swing would be reduced
that can cause interfacing with the chip that require higher
voltage swing [13].

B. Power Gating
It is a technique to save power by completely shutting

down some portion of chip, which are currently not in use.
It is shown in Figure 5. As an example, in smartphone chip
when user is watching video, at that time voice processing

block of chip can be shut down. As soon as user need to
have call or need to receive call, then voice processing block
should be “wake up” form shut down state [14].

Figure 5. Power Gating

Power gating has good potential to decrease total power
dissipation. Because it reduces both switching power (dy-
namic power) and static power (leakage power), by in-
troducing power gating additional challenges appear. It
includes power switching circuits, power controller circuits,
retention register and isolation cells [15].

In Multiple-Threshold CMOS (MTCMOS) technol-
ogy, high Vt (high threshold voltage) transistors are used
as power switches, because these transistors have better
switching speed and also reduces the leakage current than
normal transistor [7], [16].

PMOS transistor is placed between supply voltage and
power supply pin block as shown in Figure 6 and NMOS
transistor is placed between VSS and power ground pin
block [17]. The switching techniques as shown in Figure
6 and Figure 7 is also known as “coarse-grain technique”
because this provides power gating for whole block. A
common supply net for this block drives multiple transistor
parallel [18], [19].

Another technique of power saving is “fine-grain tech-
nique”. In this technique, each cell library contains its
power switch allowing fine-grains to control library cells
i.e., which cell needs to power down and which needs to
power up. Power saving approach of this technique is better
but requires more area to implement [20].

With the use of power gating, one block is power-down
and another is always on (currently power-up). If both are
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Figure 6. PMOS transistor as a power switch

Figure 7. NMOS transistor as a Power Switch

connected, then it became necessary to make some isolation
between these two blocks to prevent the Always-on block
from taking intermediate or unknown values through the
connected signal. It can cause to flow crowbar current. To
provide isolation, we use isolation cell. The implementation
of simple isolation cell is illustrated in Figure 8.

In Figure 8, when block on the left side of isolation
cell is power-up, at that time P up signal will be logic 1

Figure 8. Isolation cell

so signal of left side block can pass to Always-on block.
When left side block is power down, at that time P up
will be logic 0 which helps in blocking any intermediate
or unknown value to the Always-on block. So, in this
case output of isolation cell will be holding logic value
0. Isolation cell can hold logic 1 and it can also latch
signal value during power-down event. Isolation cell must
be connected with the power supply for the periods when
left side block is power-down [21].

Multi-voltage and power gating techniques can be com-
bined. Different block on the chip can have different supply
voltages. Also power-down event occur for each block is
different. Thus, in such cases interface cells between two
different power domain blocks must provide both isolation
and level shifting operations. That cell operation depends
on power state of the block connected with the cell, so if
one is power-down and another is Always-on block, then
it will perform like an isolation cell. If both side blocks
are connected with different voltage supply, then cell must
operate like a level shifter. An enable level shifter cell that
performs both the function, same as level shifter, this cell
must have two separate supply voltages [22].

When any block of system goes through power down
and back to power up, then it became important to restore
the state of that block before it goes to power down.
There are many strategies through which, we can store the
previous state. One of them is by storing the states of block
into the RAM present outside of the block and restore back,
once wake up event occurs.

Another technique to store the state of block state
is by using retention registers with in the power down
block. Retention register stores the state of block in shadow
register (bubble register) before power down. Once wake
up event occur shadow register copy the stored data into
main register. Shadow register is connected withA lways-on
supply but this register use high Vt transistor to construct
it so that we can minimize the leakage current from this
register. The main register is constructed with low Vt leaky
transistors for fast performance [5].

Implementation of retention register is illustrated in the
Figure 9. In this figure, there are two signal one is SAVE
and another is RESTORE. The saving of data into shadow
register before power down is done by SAVE signal. For
restoring data after power up is done by RESTORE signal.
As compared to ordinary register, retention resister occupies
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Figure 9. Retention Register

larger area and its shadow register requires Always-on
power supply connection and rest of the device uses power
down supply. This strategy of restoring data to the registers
is faster and simple as compared to other [5].

C. Multi-voltage Design
Different speed is required in different block of chip. As

an example, peripheral block need not to be much faster
while RAM and CPU speed must be faster. As we have
seen in earlier section, speed of transistor depends on supply
voltage. Thus, as the supply voltage reduces the speed of
transistor decreases. Similarly, by increasing supply voltage
the speed of transistor increases. To obtain high speed with
low power consumption, we need to supply higher supply
voltage to RAM and CPU block and lower supply voltage
to peripheral block as illustrated in Figure 10.

There are some costs and complexity arise by intro-
ducing more than one supply voltages on a single chip.
It creates requirement of additional power pins to supply
different voltages to the chip. It is necessary for power grid
to distribute supply voltages to each block separately [23].
The chip with multi voltage block is shown in Figure 11.

When a voltage signal enters into other block with
different supply voltage, then its logic level will be different
than earlier block so we need a level shifter where ever two
blocks are connected with different power supply voltage.
Level shifter changes the voltage swing corresponding to the
block in which signal is going to enter to maintain same
logic in other power domain as well. For that, it requires
two supply voltages. The level shifter is shown in Figure
12.

Figure 10. Multi-voltage design

Figure 11. Chip with multi voltage block

Figure 12. Level Shifter
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D. Clock Gating
Dynamic power consumption can be significantly re-

duced by using clock gating technique. Using this tech-
nique, the time when register value are not changing, we
can specifically supply clock signal to intended registers and
can stop clock supply for other registers. A simple example
of clock gating implementation is shown in the Figure 13.

Figure 13. Clock Gating technique

Clock gating is beneficial particularly for those register
banks that requires to retain their logic values over clock
cycles. The clocks are disconnected from the registers that
are not requiring clock cycles. This technique eliminates
unnecessary dynamic power consumption due to switching
activity by reloading register logic value at each clock
cycles. The major challenge with this technique is to find
the best location in the SoC to use this, and the logic to
implement turning ON and turning OFF clock supply at
proper time [24].

It is one of the best power saving techniques and
well stablished as well. To implement this technique no
additional supply voltage or any power related change is
required and its implementation is relatively simple. It only
requires some changes in netlist [25].

E. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling
Sometime workload changes during the operation, so

when workload decreases correspondingly power should
reduce because current workload would not require that
much power as it requires when workload is higher. So, to
facilitate voltage and frequency scaling during the operation
we have one technique known as Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling (DVFS).

As an example, during simple calculation in computer
with a math processor, lower clock frequency and lower
voltage might be applied to save power. During some
complex or higher workload calculation, chip might have
applied higher frequency and higher voltage supply, because
this computation requires highest performance [26]. Clock
frequency and supply voltage requires to change in such a
way so that chip could meet required workload. It is known

as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling. It is indicated in
Figure 14.

Figure 14. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling

There are two ways to design supply voltage to provide
dynamic voltage scaling for a chip. One is by using different
levels of voltages other is by defining some continuous
range of voltage. A logic block to find proper voltage level
for specific task, and a power supply with more than one
voltage level, are required for dynamic voltage scaling.
Analysis of different set of voltage levels and voltage
ranges, and different operating frequencies are important
that makes testing, verification, implementation, and design
challenging. By merging both power gating and dynamic
voltage scaling such that it can supply different voltage
levels to the block according to workload for a specific
block and can power down the block that are not in use.

3. Low Power Verification Techniques
As explained in various publications—verifying a de-

sign takes more time than writing the RTL code for it.
“Everybody understands debugging is twice as difficult as
programming,” Brian Kernighan, the developer of the C
programming language, said in 1974. It’s almost as difficult
as writing a program today in the first place. Specifying
takes a lot of time and work. In this section, we will discuss
various low power verification techniques that are used for
verification of low power design of circuits and chips.

Power aware design provide some of essential function-
alities like Isolation, power switches and retention register.
These functionalities use low power techniques like multi-
voltage, power shut down and some advanced strategies
like standby, DVFS, Low power supply. Power format file
includes strategies for level shifter, isolation and retention
registers.
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For dynamic low power verification, during RTL elab-
oration power format file read by simulator and evaluates
the information of retention, isolation and power switching
for simulation test preparation. Our first aim should be
clear that all the sequences used for retention, shut down
and isolation are correct. For dynamic simulation, another
important aspect is usage of different strategies such as
accurate isolation clamp value, assertions used in sequences
for low power, handling of save/restore along with reset,
handling of power on, handling of multi-rail macro and
power state coverage.

Power aware simulations have another main feature is
“X-propagation” which help to ensure that RTL behaviour
of code suits with its corresponding GLS (Gate Lavel
Simulation). With the help of this feature, we can deduct
functional bugs present in current design and debug them in
early stage of design cycle. It is necessary to have precise
power aware simulator and well-organized power aware
simulation tool so that we can be able to root cause and
fix the test failures.

In the current scenario, speed of low power design is
increasing rapidly, and cost of silicon failure after tape out
is very high so to not escaping any bugs after product is
taped out. We need to have efficient power aware simulator
having powerful debug feature [27].

Requirement’s verification of Power management
Requirement of low power verification are mentioned be-
low:
a) Power Control Management Verification.
b) Verify all the changes which software requested.
c) Verify the occurrence of power transition when expected.
d) Verify hardware situations which could cause power state
changes.
e) Verification of behavior of each domain in state.
f) Verify checks related to low power behavior.
g) Verify by considering low power for normal checks.
h) Coverage.
i) Analyse all transitions and simstates.
j) Power aware debug.
k) Ensure using powerful debug tool.

The following are the low power verification techniques.

A. Power Aware Verification Environment (PAVE)
For writing power aware assertions, to make accessible

UPF objects and for low power events monitoring, these
tasks require an infrastructure that take these tasks at one
platform. That infrastructure is known as Power Aware
Verification Environment (PAVE) as depicted in Figure 15.
With the help of efficient UPF command such as query
and bind checker, it set up proper PAVE, where query
command used for query and bind checker command used
to bind UPF items such as retention technique, power
domains, isolation technique and power switch with the
checker modules. To write custom assertion, user can use
this infrastructure for cases when reset is “low” and clock

is “high” [28].

Figure 15. Power Aware Verification Environment Infrastructure

B. X-Propagation
With the help of X-propagation technique, we could

know the exact effect of power, this is very powerful
technique for verifying low power design. With the help
of this technique, we could easily find the missing isolation
cell related bugs such as inactivity of any isolation enable
signal that would cause malfunctioning of isolation cell. It
is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Root causing bugs with the help of X-propagation

Because of different style of RTL coding “X” might
be escaped, that leads to a design bug, but later this
can be caught when gate level simulation (GLS) starts
running, although it is both performance incentive and time
consuming. X-propagation technology provide behaviour
like a gate level simulation at very early stage of RTL
simulation to find the bugs [29].
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4. Unified Power Format
As we discussed in previous section, Unified Power-

Format (UPF) is used for low power verification. In the
persent work, UPF and its commands are used during
simulation. Unified Power format is an IEEE standard to
specify power intent of design. It has an ability to define
power specification at very beginning of the process. It is
possible due to its ability to implement appropriate power
information early in register transfer level (RTL). UPF come
up with a format to describe power aware design which is
not possible to describe using HDL. Consistent semantics of
UPF also define across implementation and verification. i.e
same can be verified whatever is implemented. UPF uses
Tool Command Language (TCL) to specify power intent
[30].

Simulation Semantics

There are multiple commands used in writing the UPF
code to resemble the design and add some extra element to
implement low power scenarios in the design. Some of the
simulation semantics are discussed below.

A. Semantics of Supply Network Simulation
During low power simulation, there are two important

information state of supply net and voltage value, contained
by every supply net. Further, supply state is classified
into two of its state, one is on/off state and another is
fully/partially on/off state. Assertion of supply net and port
in on/off state depends on the connection of supply ports
and nets to the supply pad. The on state is asserted if supply
ports and nets are connected to supply pad, and off state is
asserted when supply nets and ports are disconnected to
supply pad. Default state of pad is on. Term full/partial
state of supply nets and ports is the conductance of power
switches in the path of supply nets. Assertion happens when
switch is partially on and de-assertion happens when power
switch is fully on or fully off. Voltage value is same as the
value of supply pad [31]. UPF Flow is depicted in Figure
17.

B. Modelling of Power Switches
Power switches process the voltage change at its input

port and its control port. At its control port, voltage changes
occur. This voltage is compared with on-supply Boolean
function. If it matches with on-supply Boolean function,
then power switch is closed and supply input value to its
output port. If it does not match, then power switch is open
which turns off the output port. If x and z value appear at
control signal, then power switch behaves as undefined. In
this case, simulation gives some warning or error [32].

C. Hardware Description Language Supply Net Control
To turn on and turn off power supply with the help of

test bench, hardware description language (HDL) should
provide appropriate functions.

HDL Verilog, VHDL both use upf supply package
which provide functions such as supply on (pad name:

Figure 17. UPF Flow

string, value: real), supply off (pad name: string, value:
real) and supply partial on (pad name: string, value:
real). If operation is successful, then it returns value 1 and
if opretaion is not successful, then it returns value of 0. The
functions are described below.
a) supply on (): it turns on the specified supply pad and
on/off assertion happens in associated supply net.
b) supply off (): it turns off the specified supply pad and
on/off de-assertion happens in associated supply net.
c) supply partial on (): it turns on the specified supply
pad and assertion happens from on/off state to off state and
partial/full state [33].

D. Data Type of Supply Net
A portable and simple data type is used to make

confirmed voltage value. The supply net states can be mod-
elled and propagate easily in different hardware description
language. Integer type is used as portable and simple data
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type across all languages. Since, supply net contains two
information. One is voltage value and other is on/off state.
For this purpose, 32-bit signed integer is used. The bit
encoding is depicted in Figure 18. To store voltage value
and net state, data type is used as given below.
a) To store voltage value, 32-bit signed integer is used with
the uV precision.
b) To store net state, 32-bit bit vector is used.

Figure 18. Bit Encoding

E. Supply Net Resolution
Supply nets are usually connected with the output of

single switch but in some of the applications, multiple
switches are required to be connected with the same supply
net. So, it is necessary to have some resolution technique to
specify states and voltages for supply net, that are supplied
by each and every switches. To specify which resolution
method to be used, create supply net command is used.
Resolution methods are mentioned below [34].
a) unresolved: single output (single power switch) may only
be connected with supply net.
b) one hot: supply net might be connected with multiple
output. At a time only one output will be ON.
c) parallel: supply net might be connected with many
outputs. More than one output might be ON at the same
time. But voltage value will be same for all output.

Connecting to the output of more than one switch with
an unresolved resolution of a particular supply net is not
allowed. Doing so causes an error in log.

F. Isolation Command
Isolation technique is used whenever any part of de-

sign is going through power down and adjacent power
domains with which this design is connected, are in power
up. Therefore, to isolate signal from power up domains,
set isolation command is used and to control which port
to be isolated, set isolation control command is used [35].
To distinguish between different isolation cells, there is a
command name format, is used to derive different names.
Throughout the time of simulation, each process corre-
sponds to isolation signal. The isolation signal is sensitive
to its non-isolated signals, input to isolation cell and the
control signal corresponding to process. Whenever control
signal changes its value, corresponding isolation compares
the new value with the sense value of corresponding isola-
tion. If the sense value is same as control signal, isolation
signal is driven by the specified clamp value. Otherwise, it
will propagate isolation value corresponding to non-isolated
signal. If enable signal is X or power supply is turned off

for corresponding isolation element, in these cases, isolation
signal driven to X [36], [37], [38].

G. Retention Command
To determine the register which is needed to be a

retention register in a specific power domain and to set
the restore and save signals for the corresponding re-
tention register, commands used are set retention and
set retention control.

At the time of simulation, there are two additional
processes have been created by every retention register.
One is for the save signal to sense the save activity and
another process is for the restore signal to sense the restore
activity for the corresponding retention register. Also, create
a retention memory to retain the state for each sequential
element, which is also called as shadow register. It is same
as the register.

When value of save signal changes and matches the
corresponding save sense value, then register value is saved
in shadow register. Similarly, when the value of restore
signal changes and matches with corresponding restore
sense value, then register restore the value from shadow
register.

When value of save signal is X or Z, then default initial
value will be saved in the shadow register. Similarly, when
value of restore signal is Z or X, then default initial value
will be restored in the register. Whenever retention register
supply is shut off, then default initial value will be loaded
in both, shadow register and register [39].

H. Set design top
This command is used to specify the top most level

of design instances. It is the design in which all other
required design instances are instantiated. It is shown in
Figure 19. This is very useful information for verification
and simulation tools [40].

Figure 19. Description of set design top command

I. Create power domain
This is important and mostly used upf command, which

is used to specify different power domain as required by
power management strategies. It is depicted in Figure 20.

J. Connect supply net
It is used to connect supply net to supply ports or pins.

Figure 21 shows this command.

K. Add pst state
This command specifies state of every supply net. It’s

purpose, syntax, arguments and return value is shown in
Figure 22.
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Figure 20. Description of create power domain command

Figure 21. Description of connect supply net command

Figure 22. Description of add pst state command

5. Tool Used For Low Power Verification
In this section, tools used for static, dynamic low power

verification and low power coverage have been discussed.

A. Static Low Power Verification
When RTL design and corresponding UPF design has

been performed, then we need to check design correctness
by verifying it statistically. In static verification, we need
not to write test bench. Static verification is done with the
help of static verification tools such as VC-LP by Synopsys,
which generates the report file and mentions all the initial
error in the report.

The main target of static verification is to uncover all
the issues related to structure that affects the design in
microarchitectural and architectural aspects. Most of the
changes occur due to insertion of multi-voltage and power
management element cells, such as level shifter, isolation,
power switches, retention flops and enable level shifter.
These power management cells are essential for power
shutdown.

VC-LP
In today’s scenario, electronic products require advanced

power management elements to be supported in low power
design of System-on-chip (SoC) of electronic products. So,
after enablement of advanced power management element
in SoC design, verification of such SoC becomes more
complex and challenging as compared with the always on
SoC design. To make easier verification of these complex
design, VC-LP (Figure 23) tool helps to verify many
initial checks. VC-LP tool offers full chip performance and
capacity, and includes more than 400 for whole low power
static signoff [40].

Figure 23. VC-LP tool flow

Features and Benefits
At different stages of SoC design flow like RTL, post-
synthesis and post-P&R, this tool is used to catch low power
bugs. It is also faster in comparison with traditional meth-
ods. VC-LP is needed at different levels of design because
new design element and low power design techniques, are
added. So, bugs could be present at any stage. The following
are the checks performed by VC-LP.
a) Power Intent Consistency Checks: Before the imple-
mentation, it is necessary to perform syntax and semantic
checks on UPF to ensure that power intent is correct unless
incorrect power intent leads to incorrect low power design.
b) Architectural Checks: Global checks are performed on
RTL signals if it is not following power architecture rules.
VC-LP tool validates the design by performing multiple
checks on some important signals in the design for different
power modes, which helps in finding bugs, and debug them
in early design cycle [41].
c) Structural and Power Ground Checks: With the help
of this tool, it is possible to check proper connection and
insertion of different power management element like level
shifters, power switches, isolation cells, always-on cells and
retention registers connected in the design.

B. Dynamic Low power Verification
Dynamic low power verification is done with methods

such as simulation, emulation and GLS verification. This
method requires to develop test benches. It is very time con-
suming because its simulation takes more time to complete
as compared to normal simulation. For this verification,
VCS-NLP tool is used to perform low power simulation.
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VCS-NLP
As there are different low power strategies included in
design so to understand those strategies, we require low
power simulation tool, which could understand the different
supply rails for specific block of design. VCS-NLP does
this role very well. Whereas normal simulator could not be
able to understand the power rails specified in the design
and also don’t have understanding of UPF (Unified Power
Format) [42].

VCS-NLP is equipped with the feature of VCS with
native low power simulation. The VCS is able to understand
UPF that allows to verify correct design and advanced
voltage control techniques in a comprehensive manner.

VHDL/Verilog, gate level netlist or RTL representation
design are taken by VCS-NLP in similar manner as by VCS.
The difference between VCS-NLP and VC-LP, is that VCS-
NLP uses native low power flow, which requires power
intent and that is given in the form of UPF file. Both RTL
code and UPF file, are loaded in simulation tool along with
corresponding test bench [43]. The low power simulation
flow of VCS-NLP is illustrated in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Low power simulation flow of VCS-NLP

C. Low Power Coverage
Low power coverage is used to get the coverage of all

power management element data and their control signal
value. The coverage database contains the data whether all
retention register control signals like save and restore, are
toggling or not, whether control signals of isolation cells
are toggling or not, whether all simstate value covering
all transition scenario like CORRUPT→NORMAL and
NORMAL→CORRUPT etc., whether all the power state
table is following i.e. all the power state are occurring or
not.

To generate a .vdb file for low power coverage, it is
required to pass some important options specified by VCS-
NLP tool during the compilation of design code. One of the
important option is after the compilation of design. There is

a (.vdb) extension file generated in the log, which designed
vdb.

To get the coverage of low power object in the data
base file, we have to pass some option during the com-
pilation of design code. There is a compile time option
-power=coverage that helps in creating covergroups auto-
matically. These cover groups are created for low power
objects mentioned in the design such as states/transitions of
supply set simstate, power switches, supply net/port, supply
set power, enable signals of isolation cells, control and ACK
port of power switches, and SAVE/RESTORE signal of
retention registers [44].

There is another very important compile time option that
is used along with -power=coverage is -power=dump hvp
which generate a (.hvp) extension file, which is required to
extract the coverage data after the generation of coverage
report.

For generation of low power coverage report, it is
required to pass -lpcov in URG command line. It searches
hvp (Hierarchical Verification Plan) file in design and test
directory mentioned in the command line and extract the
low power coverage data.

In Figure 25, some of the compile time options are
mentioned for enabling coverage of low power objects
specified in the design. These options can be used in VCS
command. In VCS command, more than one options can
be used by using + sign in different options.

Figure 25. Compile time options

For generation of coverage report from VCS-NLP gener-
ated coverage database file, URG command is used to merge
coverage database of design and test coverage database. By
default, it generates the coverage report in html format.
URG command support different useful options. Some of
the important options are mentioned below [45].
a) -dir: Used to specify the directory of coverage database
of design and test.
b) -report: Used to specify the report generation directory
and name of the report file.
c) -lpcov: Used to generate low power coverage report
by fetching the coverage database and its .hvp file, which
contains all low power objects coverage.
d) -dbname: Used to specify the name of merged coverage
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database.
e) -format text: Used to generate the report in the text format
instead of html format.
f) -elfile: Used to exclude coverable object specified in the
file.

6. 16-bit RISC Processor
In this section, 16-bit RISC processsor, its architecture

and components have been discussed. It’s implementation
and results are discussed in next section. One of the low
power design technique (multi-voltage) is used for imple-
mentation with unified power format. The verification of
design is performed by using VC-LP (for static power)
and VCS-NLP (for dynamic power) tools. RISC stands
for Reduced Instruction Set Computer. It is one of the
categories of microprocessor architecture, that uses highly
optimized and small instructions. About the history of RISC
processor, in late 70’s RISC processor is implemented
by IBM, UC Berkely and Stanford. Berkely RISC-1 and
RISC-2, IBM 801 and Stanford MIPS, are designed on the
same architecture which is known as RISC. It works on
single cycle execution time. It works on CPI (Clock Per
Instruction) of one cycle [46]. The circuit of 16-bit RISC
processor architecture is shown in Figure 26. It consists of
16-bit general purpose registers and 16-bit program counter.
To indicate parity, zero and carry flag, 3-bit flag register is
used in this processor [47].

Figure 26. Architecture of 16-bit RISC processor.

There are four states in this processor idle, fetch, decode
and execute. To perform functions as expected control unit,

generate necessary signal in all states. To locate address
of memory to fetch the instruction, 16-bit program counter
generate different combinations of addresses. After execu-
tion of every instruction, program counter is incremented
by 1 or it executes the instruction on “JUMP” value or
decremented by offset value [48].

In instruction memory, instructions are written. Instruc-
tion memory takes program counter output as the input.
Corresponding to address generated by program counter,
instruction is fetched from instruction memory. Instruction
registers store and decode the fetched instruction. Based on
opcode immediate value, register address, memory location,
source register and destination register, are assigned during
decoding of instruction. On the basis of opcode selected,
ALU performs operations for the same opcode. Correspond-
ing control signal is generated from the control unit. There
are eight 16-bit general purpose registers, named R0, R1,...,
R7 [49]. The following are various components of RISC
processor.

A. Instruction Set
Combination of commands in machine language for

processor is called as Instruction set. It is also called as
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). Instruction set generates
commands for processor to perform different operations.
Some instructions and their format are mentioned below
in Figure 27 with ALU operations in Figure 28 [50].

Figure 27. Instruction Format

Figure 28. ALU Operations
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B. Control Unit
This unit generates all the control signal on the top level

of the processor design. It is containing an FSM to generate
control signal for different cases. It provides the controlling
signal for each of its sub module like ALU, instruction
memory, instruction register, program counter, etc. Speci-
fication of all the control signals and their configurations
with respect to instruction are mentioned below in Figure
29 [51].

Figure 29. Control Unit Configuration

C. ALU Control Signal
To perform arithmetic and logical operations, ALU is

used. ALU stands for Arithmetic and Logical Unit. The
opcode of instruction controls the ALU operation. After
execution of instruction, result is written into output register.
Arithmetic operations are ADD, SUB, etc. The logical
operations are AND, OR, Invert, Left Shift, Right Shift,
etc. The operands of instructions which are taken by ALU
as input are 16-bit unsigned number [52].

ALU performs all the arithmetic and logical operations
of the processor. Thus, to control this module of the
processor, one should have some control signal generator
circuit for generating the control signal. This function is
performed by control unit [53]. Different control signals
for ALU operations are mentioned in Figure 30 [53].

Figure 30. ALU control signals

D. Instruction Memory
Instruction Memory is also known as program memory,

that stores the application and constant value. It does not
store the variables. Here, code for specific application will
be stored permanently, which got executed when specific
application code is selected for operation. Basically, it is a
ROM memory. Instruction memory is non-volatile. It keeps
the data whatever programmed on it even after power is
off. It’s connection in RISC processor is shown in Figure
26 [54].

E. Data Memory
Data memory is the place where variables are located.

Here, we can read and write values. It is volatile memory.
All the data get vanished once power is off. It stores the
data temporarily during the operations. While processing
the data, it is required to store the data to take that data
for further operation or to reflect the data on the output
terminal [55].

F. Program Counter
Program counter is used to generate the address, which

is incremented by 2 after one clock cycle. The instruction
performs the respective operation by fetching its operand
values mentioned in the instruction [56].

G. Power Intent
Power intent of the RISC processor design is nothing

but how power is supplied to the different blocks of design.
In the present work, we have proposed the multi-voltage
design of RISC processor.

Power supply distribution is done on the basis of per-
formance of different blocks in the design. With the help
of block diagram, the power supply distribution has been
explained in Figure 31. Here, different colours of blocks are
specified as different power domain of the blocks [45].

Figure 31. Power domain block diagram.

7. Simulation Results
Simulation results of different operations on RISC pro-

cessor is mentioned below in points with the help of wave-
forms. In the present work, we have implemented 16-bit
RISC processor on modelsim – INTEL FPGA STARTER
EDITION 2021.1 on 90nm CMOS library. The code has
been written in Verilog for every block of design ac-
cording to its behaviour. To implement Multi-voltage de-
sign methodology for low power consumption, the Unified
Power Format (UPF) has been used. First, 16-bit RISC
processor elements or blocks are designed. Secondly, dis-
tribution of power supply to each elements is provided.
Then, ports to all power domains are provided. Next, nets to
power domains are supplied. Then, state of ports is defined.
At last, level shifters are set. The various commands used
are create power domain (to specify distribution of power
suuply for design element), create supply port (to supply
port to all power domains), create supply net (to supply
net to all power domains), connect supply net (to connect
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supply nets to all domains and elements), add port state
(specify the state of supply net) and set level shifter (for
setting the voltage swing to block).

A. Addition Operation
Addition operation performs on data whenever combi-

nation of ALUop, Opcode and ALUcnt, are as per the value
mentioned in the third row of Figure 32.

Basically, it is fetching the data and program file, which
is already provided during the simulation and performing
the operation with respect to generated control signals. As
shown in Figure 32, the waveform result ← a+b, and while
writing the result into register reg write signal should be
high.

Figure 32. ADD operation

B. Subtraction Operation
Subtraction operation is performed whenever ALU con-

trol signals match their corresponding combination proces-
sor. Processor fetches the data from the register, which is
present in the data file, as displayed in Figure 33. The
subtraction operation performs result ← a-b and when the
result is ready then, reg write should be enabled to write
the result into the register, that can be verified from Figure
33.

Figure 33. SUB operation

C. INVERT Operation
When control signals and their opcode match the com-

bination with respect to INVERT operation, INVERT op-
eration invert each bit in the operand of the instruction,
which is correctly verified in Figure 34 with the help of
waveforms.

Figure 34. INVERT operation

D. Right Shift Operation
In this operation, first register data which is “a” in

this case is shifted to right by decimal value of data in
second register, which is “b” in this case. Thus, result ←
a≫b operation will be performing, that has been correctly
reflected in the simulation waveforms of Figure 35.

Figure 35. Right Shift Operation

E. AND Operation
With this operation, AND operation between two

operands is executed by performing it on same position of
bits present in both operand registers. It is clearly reflected
in the waveforms shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36. AND operation

F. OR Operation
This logical operation is performed on respective bit of

the operands and the result of the operation is stored in
the register and at that time, reg write should be enabled.
Functionality of this operation is properly figured in the
form of waveforms in Figure 37.

Figure 37. OR operation

G. Less Than Operation
In this operation, result will be logic ‘1’ whenever a is

less than b, i.e.
a < b

In all other cases, when a is greater than or equal to b, i.e.
(a ≥ b), result will be ‘0’. This operation is verified by the
waveforms present in Figure 38.

Figure 38. Less than operation

H. Application
RISC processor is very dominant these days. It is

extensively used in the laptop, PC, cell phone, tablet and
other electronic devices which requires to have a simple
processing device [57].

RISC architecture is followed by many of the processor
companies like ARM, INTEL, etc. because of its simple
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architecture, design and small instruction set. This feature of
processor also concludes its low power consumption feature
with respect to CISC processor [58].

8. Summary
This paper discusses about comprehensive study on

various low power design techniques such as Reduction in
Supply Voltage, Power Gating, Multi-voltage design, Clock
Gating, and Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling. It
also briefs about low power verification techniques like
Power Aware Verification Environment (PAVE) and X-
Propagation. Further, this paper deliberates Unified Power
format and their commands such as Hardware descrip-
tion Language supply net control, Data type of supply
net, Supply net resolution, Isolation command, Retention
command, set design top, Create power domain, Con-
nect supply net and Add pst state. The tools used for
low power verification includes VC-LP for static power
and VCS-NLP for dynamic power. Low power coverage is
used to get the coverage of all power management element
data and their control signal value. Low power coverage
also uses VC-LP and VCS-NLP of Synopsys. Further,
it discusses about 16-bit RISC processor and performing
logical and arithmetic operations on Verilog. The present
work as per our literature survey has not been reported till
now. Therefore, no comparison can be made on results.

9. Conclusion
Low power design and verification is very crucial in

these days to ensure the device consume minimum power.
There are different verification techniques like static low
power verification and dynamic low power verification,
which we use to verify different low power objects like
isolation cell, retention registers, power state table (PST),
power switches, power supply nets, power supply ports, and
functionality of the design along with power aware strate-
gies. Testing different test case scenarios on a low power
design with the help of writing test benches, assertions and
sequences. At the end, generate low power coverage report
and analyse the coverage report to ensure all the control
signals of every low power object included in the design,
are toggling and SoC is going through all the power states.
Hence, these are the strategies needed to follow during the
design and verification of low power SoC. In this paper,
a survey on various multiple voltage supply designs has
been done. Multi-voltage design of few instructions on 16-
bit RISC processor has been performed. As per literature
survey, this is fist time multi-voltage low power design
implementation of 16-bit RISC processor.

16-bit RISC processor is implemented on modelsim
– INTEL FPGA STARTER EDITION 2021.1. The code
has been written in Verilog for every block of design
according to its behaviour. To implement Multi-voltage de-
sign methodology for low power consumption, the Unified
Power Format (UPF) has been used. The Unified Power
Format contains all the low power design components with
its proper configuration such as creation of power domains,

connection of supply nets to its ports, addition of states
to different ports, and creation of level-shifter for required
blocks.

Additionally, ADD, SUB, INVERT, AND, OR, Right
Shift, Left Shift, and Less Than operations of 16-bit
RISC processor have been verified on modelsim and their
simulated results are presented. In the future scope, the
implementation of multi-voltage design with pipelining can
be performed to improve the processing and lowering the
power consumption at the same time.
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